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1. Introduction 

One of the essential problems of the theory of irreversible 

processes concerns the influence of various perturbations on the 

thermodynamical equilibrium of systems. Two kinds of perturbs-

tiona mechanical and thermal --- are generally distin-

guished in the statistical thermodynamics of irreversible pro

cesses1>. According to Kubo's terminology2 •3 >, mechanical per

turbations originate in the influence of external (e.g., elect

ric)fields, an action that can be accounted for by including a 

term describing the interaction of the external field and the 

system into the Hamiltonian. 

However, there exists a vast class of "thermal" perturba

tions, related with spatial inhomogeneities in'the system. Their 

influence on the system is not directly accessible to an inter-

pretation within the framework of Kubo's theory. The spatial in-

homogeneities lead to the emergence of fluxes of·matter, momentum· 

and energy, tending to make the system homogeneous. Transport 

coefficients, such as the viscosity, diffusion and heat conduc-

tivity coefficients, are the result of perturbations of this 

kind. 

On the microscopic level, processes involving mechanical 

perturbations differ essentially from processes due to thermal 

perturbations. On the macroscopic level, this distinction becomes 

inessential since all the transport coefficients irrespective 

of the type of perturbation can be expressed as integrals of the 

correlation functions of the microscopic fluxes (by the Green

-Kubo formulae). Within the same framework, the fluctuational-
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-dissipative theorem strictly related with the Onsager hypothe

sis4) concerning the shape of fluctuation decay has successfully 

been extended to thermal perturbations. The hypothesis states 

that the behaviour of the system (or part thereof) at non-equi

librium (albeit sufficiently close to equilibrium) is the same 

irrespective of whether its momentary state is due to the action 

of external forces or to a spontaneous fluctuation. This is of 

essential significance when it comes to establishing equations 

describing the evolution of systems with local inhomogeneities 

due to fluctuations. On the macroscopic level, non-equilibrium 

system consisting of great numbers of identical atoms or mole

cules are described in terms of equations of motion of several 

macroscopic quantities. The form of these equations depends on 

what kind of system we are dealing with and on the conditions of 

tts existence. It is at this point that Bogolubov's hierarchisa

tion concept of relaxation times in non-equilibrium statistical 

thermodynamics becomes essential5), According to Bogolubov, a 

non-equilibrium system in its initial stage requires, in general, 

a great number of many-body distribution functions for its des

cription. After a short time ~c (of the order of intermolecular 

collisions}, it attains a kinetical stage, characterized by a 

single-body distribution function. At this stage of description, 

kinetic equations related with the processes occurring during 

the time ~~(of the order of the time of free motion of a mole

cule between successive collisions) are established. Whereas 

the inhomogeneities arising due to fluc·tuations concern a system 

that is in the hydrodynamical stage (governed by the relaxation 

time ~h ). In simple fluids, within the Bogolubov framework, 
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the relaxation times fulfill the inequality t::c << t::<r<.<.t:h. More

over, no processes of energy transfer between the translational 

and internal degrees of freedom are assumed to take place. In 

this way we neglect relaxation effects dependent on the micro

scopic structure of molecular fluids. 

The system is moreover assumed to be sufficiently remote 

from its critical point for effects typical for near-criticality 

to be absent. The fundamentals of the theory of effects occurr

ing in fluids near the critical point have proposed by Smolu

chowski6>. In recent years their theory has been considerably 

developed by Kocinski7 >. With the above assumptions on the sys

tem, the hydrodynamical stage is characterized by the so-called 

normal distribution function of the number density of molecules, 

the momentum density, and the energy density. The mentioned above 

quahtities are functions of the time and positions, and determine 

respectively the following hydrodynamical fields: the scalar 

fields of the number density of molecules and of the energy (tem

perature field), as well as the vector field of momentum density. 

In simple liquids the fluctuations of the hydrodynamical 

fields are typically of the order of 103 X in size and thus 

greatly in excess of the intermolecular distances. They give 

rise to collective motions of great numbers of molecules setting 

free dissipative fluxes connected with viscosity and Joule-Lenz 

heat. The regions of inhomogeneity in the medium (determined by 

the size of the fluctuatinns) are very small compared with the 

size of the system as a whale, but are sufficiently large to 

admit a description in terms of the laws of macroscopic phy

sics: hydrodynamics and thermodynamics. 
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With regard to their size in space and the time-scale of 

their existence, the hydrodynamical field fluctuations are con

nected with a variety of phenomena occurring in the medium. Thus, 

studies of these fluctuations are a source of highly essential 

data concerning the system and especially the transport proces

ses in the latter. Especial attention is given to fluctuations 

in number density8 ) because the spectral density of their corre

lation function is proportional to the structural factor directly 

related with quantities that are measurable (light and neutron 

scattering). There are many ways of calculating the fluctuation 

correlation functions of the hydrodynamical fields leading to 

results of a form permitting their experimental verification. 

These methods are based on equations of motion, from simple phe

nomenological equations up to the equations of generalized sta-
' tistical thermodynamics comprising effects of ."memory" as well 

-- --~----"..: --.1.~ ~·- ~D .1.-1- ..&. ~ --- J. LO,.., • o ...., • 
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theoretical methods and respective experiments are due, e.g., 

to Berne and Pecora9 >, Crosignani, Di Porto and Bertolotti10 >, 
Lallemand11 ) and Kielich12 >. 

Some years ago, a number of papers have appeared, ~sling 

with the spectrum of hydrodynamical fluctuations in fluids at 

non-equilibrium stationary state. The results are discussed with

in the framework of light scattering theory. The state of non

-equilibrium is obtained by imposing a temperature gradient, or 

a flow velocity gradient. In most cases, the authors apply me

thods of fluctuation hydrodynamics based on determining the equa

tions of motion for the mean value of the respective variable 
13-15), whereas others use the method involving an intermediate 
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linear reaction16 •17 ) or that of kinetic equation theory 18 >. All 

these publications fall in two groups: in the one, the equations 

of motion are established first whereas the fluctuation corre-

lation functions are calculated next, as well as the ·experimental 

consequences. In the other, a precise form of the equations of 

motion is assumed at the very start, and the procedure is rest

ricted to the last two steps; this is justified in as much as 

in either case relationships derivable from the phenomenological 

hydrodynamics! equations are used for calculating the correla

tion function. This, in fact, is the Landau-Lifshits method, in

volving linearization of the hydrodynamics! equations with res

pect to the steady state and supplementing the relationships 

thus obtained with stochastic terms, containing the stress tensor 

and heat flow vector. Finally, this leads to equations of the 

Langevin type. 

T+ .I- -··
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manner, the fluctuation correlation functions for hydrodynamics! 

fields in simple fluids. In Section 2 .we introduce the generali

zed Langevin equation of Grabert19 ) using the method of projec

tion operators. Next, on making certain assumptions, we obtain 

a set of equations of motion for the fluctuations of the hydro

dynamical fields in atomic fluids. We use a notation (underlin

ing certain expressions) which enables us to distinguish the 

contributions from the individual mechanisms. In Section 3 we 
~ 

go over to variables t,w in our formulae and calculate the 

respective fluctuation correlation functions of the hydrodyna

mical fields. Section 3, moreover, contains a description of 

the path followed by us when deriving the stochastic terms of 

the correlation functions for the equations of motion. Since the 
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functional coefficients obtained are rather bulky in form. 

Appendix A gives an appropriate tabulation aimed at abridging 

their rotation. The results obtained with accuracy to terms in 

~2 when deriving the frequency dispersion equation are written 

out explicitly in Appendix B. 

2. Stochastic Functions Describing the Hydrodynamics! Field 

Fluctuations 

The possibility of applying Langevin-like equations to the 

treatment of non-equilibrium fluctuations (non-equilibrium with 

respect to local equilibrium) was first considered by Keizer20 >. 

Subsequently, their applicability has been considered from dif

ferent standpoints by Hinton21 >,0nuki22 >, and Ueyama23>. Gra

bert19>, on the other hand, starts from Liouville's equation and 

applies the operator projection method to de~ive a generalized 

Lengevin equation for fluctuations of macroscopic ~nsntiti~a n~ 

the level of generalized statistical thermodynamics. In the case 

of a simple atomic fluid of interest to us the equations take 

the following form: 

!=- .i_ ~ !__ 69" at 1rl. ~ox'~ 

Loa"=- \.L[v~a"'+v"'<Sgv-mv"v,..6n]-L6p + ot <.J ',.:-ox"' iJ ax" 

a ([av~'-( 2 ) ( 2 )a "'] +- - o~--6~ ~ \--'11- Sv + '() x-v ax~ 3 t 3 l ax,.. 
f-1-

+[L [(av" +ov"')s + (L ov"+L<Sv~'-)-\L ~""" ax"' ax"'" ax"' '1 ll ax"' · ax" Lax,..~ l 
~ ~ 
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( 1 ) 

(2) 

' 'i 

1 

£_6e =- \ £.-}v"(oe+bp)~(<e>+p)Sv:o~J+ \~v[ar"<Sx+x ~&rj+ 
at 4- ax l ~ ax ax ax 

+ \ L f(av~~ + av"')(v~"8n+nov"'}+nJt.L 8/ + ~ 8v""] + 
Lax"[ ih"' ax" t ., ~ ax"' ax" o > 
'VI .... 

[ () r "av~>-(( 2 c ) (. 2. ) '~d ,.. 2 av"' ( .... ] + -vV - .... of--o~ t S-:-~ v-,.&v+(\--~)-1'-ov -" ax ax 3 3 ox ?! ax 
II'-

- [.L [[ r""",... ~vl ~ v ~ V t ~T l 
~ aX 1-'-

with: n---- number density of atoms, gv -momentum density 

coordinate, e - energy density, p - pressure, v"- velocity 

coordinate, T - temperature, r - coefficient of bulk viscosity 

(also referred to as second viscosity), 'r/ - dynamical viscosity 

coefficient (dynamical viscosity),)t- heat conduction coeffi

cient, s" .... -coordinate of stress tensor fluctuation, 5~ 
coordinate of the fluctuation vector of the thermal energy flux, 

and m - atomic mass. The superscripts ·V , p. denote Cartesian 

variables. 

The above are linear equations of motion for the fluctuations 

in number density of atoms &n , in momentum density Of and 
!j 

in energy density 6e • The fluctuations occur in a fluid in 

motion with the velocity \? , at non-equilibrium stationary 

state. 

Let us consider a quiescent atomic fluid ( Y = 0 ) in a 

weakly non-equilibrium, quasi-stationary state caused by a tem-

' perature gradient. Earlier, we had assumed the system to evolve 

towards the state of complete thermodynamical equilibrium during 
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a time much longer than all the relaxation times of fluctuations 

about the steady state. This enables us to deal with the quan

tities of interest as fulfilling, in the steady state, relations 

of the form specific for the state of equilibrium. It is our 

aim to derive the fluctuation spectrum of the hydrodynamical 

fields taking into account the greatest possible number of cont

ributions, due to the effect of the temperature gradient on 'the 

viscosity coefficients, the heat conductivity coefficient, as 

well as the isothermal sound velocity (pressure). Moreover, we 

shall take into account the fluctuations of these quantities 

expressed in terms of fluctuations in number density and tem

perature. Within' the above framework and for the sake of maxi

mal generality we shall not restrict ourselves to the isothermal 

approximation but shall solve the set of all the five equations 

(1)-(J). In order to distinguish the individua~ contributions 
,.,."'_cs aen-4 ,.,.. •• ,.,. ---- -----~~~ , ...... =..::;::. .c- .. --~ .......... ..1 4\-- .~/'_,., __ .~ __ .... ..:._ • .4 _, 

..,,...,.,_vw.'4""'U .... U.U.Q 4U.L.UII.L~ W4-&""G.L".L.A..U..I-Llf!,Di 

terms related with the temperature gradient, 

terms related with fluctuations of the transport 

coefficients and isothermal sound velocity exp

ressed via fluctuations in number density.and 

temperature, 

- - - - - - - cross terms, 

• 
non-underlined are terms related with the basic fluctuations 

of the hydrodynamical fields. 

To make the eqs. (1)-(J) solvable we apply certain simple 

thermodynamical relatiDDS enabling us to express the fluctuations 

in energy density and pressure by w~ of fluctuations in tempe

rature and number density of atoma9 ) : 
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.. 

be - eSl. 't P~~ Em = - ·rn. 'noCv ( 2f -
1 bn- s T) 

'llc. 0( 'no 

dp =me~ ( &n +().n,.b T) , 

where ~ is the volume coefficient of thermal dilation, and ~ 

the Poisson coefficient (the ratio C.y Cv· of the specific heat at 

constant pressure and at constant volume). The subscripts "as" 

(4) 

(5) 

and "o" denote respectively steady state values and ones taken at 

complete thermodynamical equilibrium.Moreover, we express the fluc

tuations in momentum density in terms of fluctuations in the rate 

of flow ov 
b9'1 = 'm'nobV'Il, (6) 

The assumption made when deriving eqs. (1)-(J) enables us to write 

the transport coefficients, the temperature, the isothermal sound 

... ...,., --.: ··~ -
·~-v~••.J '-r 

--..:11 .1-t-- __ ...__ -.L'O 

-.. ... - "'~""" ,_QV'W v.a. 
- ~--- -.I .._ ,.. ~? 
Q Q_~YCU !JU.LUI.I V.L O,lJCI'-'C "f .... L'l'"f---· -! •• 

.L.LU" "'""-' 

follows: 

f(~>=t +(~~l~T~ + 8T(~) +(*)sn 
for f respectively equalling ~ , ~ , ~ 

the temperature and velocity we have 

, 
and C1 • Whereas for 

T<~>= 't + ~T-;; + 6T --- --
__. - ...,...0 \.!;_s(T) = 

Por brevity, we introduce the· following notation: 
It 

~+ -'l 
DV' = 'Y"n.,;o (longitudinal kinematic viscosity), 
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(heat diffusion coefficient), 

....... -'if= V·6v 

I 1 > 
~ = m'l'l.o ~ 

I 4 s =- ~ ~T 'l'l'l.'tt0 Cp r 

7'-~J_ 
.) - m 'Y\. 

'r+.!.'l(. 
I .) 3 

Dv= 'Ynno 

') 

With regard to (4)-(16) and on introducing the operator nabla 

eqs. (1)-(J) become 

bn +n .. Y =0 

r.·r c~ r71 
0 fi

1r.r 2 -;: T 1 (-a c!v~ -:>' r:J"r 
T =- 'Yto v 6n + •" r-ctc/v '8 - 1i"o oT/\.._V_I~T_j_y_ Q_'f1. 

-(~~XYTrJ~Y-ct{~~)l~T7JV~T +(~)gJ~IJ1})~-

-« (:;Jv~(vr.T)~fl:-rA{~~~lVJfl~T +(~)~(11fJY~ ~ 

(11 ) 

(12} 

( 1J} 

(14} 

(15} 

(16) 

(11) 

+(~)7@r1'?· ~Vr-IJY-a_dVtVetJ-.. (~*~!V~~~~.) 
- fj.~.fj ~ 
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ST=- ~y + 0 DTV:r.6T +(0
" .. 
0T)lVT)~n +(3.J

0
T). C~T)bT __ + 

ct · an - aT - . 

+ ~(a~DT)vr VEm- ~(aa-t',)VT-\7&T + ~(oKoT)rn_·wr)· V&T + 
2> an -- 3 aT · - - 3\a'f ~\ - - - -

+ i(~~~)~T·_9(V}:TJ~~+ ~ (~~~)~T- ~i\JT~)ET + 

( 19) 
...... 1 1 {Oif 0 ) _.,( _, "-?\ - ~ I 

+~rJ !+'SOTT y ~~iJ~\Z_T-V·~r . 
Eqs. (17)-(19} form a set of three equations of the Langevin 

type of the hydrodynamics! fluctuations occurring in the atomic 

fluid. The system is in a weakly non-equilibrium ~uasi-atationary 

state due to the presence of the temperature gradient. Th~ latter 

has the meaning of an external generalized thermodynamical force. 

1. Correlation Functions of the Hydrodynamics! Field 

Fluctuations 

The expressions (17)-(19} are linear equations, derivable 

from the phenomenological equations of hydrodynamics for momen

tary values of the hydrodynamics! variables. Quite obviously, 

~hese equations differ from those describing equilibrium fluc

tuations in that they contain terms which take into account the 

influence of the temperature gradient and hydrodynamical fluctua

tions on the transport and sound velocity coefficients. One notes 

that, in contradistinction to the terms expressing the dependence 

on the temperatfrre gradien·t, those related with the influence 

of the fluctuations on the transport and sound velocity coeffi

cients do not occur as mutually independent quantities. One more-
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over notes that eq.(18) contains no terms describing the inf

luence of fluctuations in the transport coefficients. This is 

due to our assumption that the fluid does not flow as a whole, 

and the expressions in question always occur as products of 

the flow rate in the initial equation (2). 

The set (17)-(19) will serve to determine the correlation 

function of nydrodynamical field fluctuations. To this aim, we 

re-write the equations in matrix form: 

M ["¥ ]=- [v-~·-~] + N 
hT V·5T 

y ,. 

involving the matrices M and N: 

M= A +B(VTr)V~GV1(Vrr)+DV(~'f.r)V+ E[V(VT-f) r 
~ v v v 

N= F ft'(VTr)+G (~T-r)~7.(VT-r)+ H [v (VT-f)] · 
Whereas 

a 
at 'no 0 0 0 0 

) 

A=lkc!~r a f\ ;:r 1. -2. 
at -~V o.CTIJ 

-1 0 ~ 
d(~r-1) at-~DTV 

B=li./ac~) {_ao.,) 0Jac;) 
'i!o~a~ \9T ~T-

0 0 0 0 

12 

~ 

.. 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

c =l~t~;n -(~~) ~\ac~l 
v 

(~~J D=- 0 0 
~ --- _ _g'f 

-{361\) 0 t~i) !_ld!DT) 0 11·~~3;~} 
1 __ aiL _ L~!t __ 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

" ~i~'} " 1 
E=- 0 

Q__1'~_ 
0 F= 0 -O(CT 0 

I r-·<23) 

1(a\rDr) 
3 anar 0 1 ( i~D-r 1 3 ·a'T:z. I I 0 6DT 0 

G =I 1 H=l 1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

-~l~~l 0 0 0 0 0 
n .!_ ( ogDT) n 

L 0 0 u J L 
v 3 \_p]'_l_ - J ) 

Prior to applying the Fourier transform to eq. (20} we shall 

make an assumption, often used in quantum perturbation calculus. 

In order to ensure a slow evolution of the system towards equi

librium via quasi-stationary states we assume the temperature 

gradient to be an appropriately small quantity. Thus, the diffe

rence in temperature t!. 'T between the boundary regions of the 

medium distant by L of the order of 1 em is a quantity of the 

order of 1 K fulfilling the inequality .c.; ( < 1 . Thus, we 

are justified in,writing 

~s(r)= 1 {r= o) .. 6Tsinq.;, (24) 

where . .... ~ 

'lb'T'=VT, '1=-c · 
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We consider a sample the L dimensional of which are much greater 

than the correlation range 111 and the free path of the hydro

dynamical modes due to the fluctuations. We thus obtain nonzero 

contributions to the correlation function for lrl (( L only. 

For ; -values satisfying this condition, the product q·~ takes 

small values and (24) becomes a good approximation in (8). In 

addition, the above condition enables us to neglect the influ

ence of boundary effects on the processes under consideration 

and permits the integration of (20) in the limits (-oo ,+oo ). 

We now obtain the Fourier transform of (20) in the following 

general, compact form: 

[bn~l ¥~· = 1 
ST, ll(IZ.'\) ~ [ ~·~·.~] 

• ~"'' -t> 

i. !<.• ~T,~' 

v 

M
-1 

~· 
(25) 

To obtain the correlation function for the hy~rodynamical fields 

we write the conjugate of the matrix (25): 

l-r • 1.r• rn•]- 1 ~l-o 
on~ Tit 6 I~ - 0~(k,ri) ~ 

- ~, --1 

k·~-k -i.~·f ~~~J(Mv -1)' (26) 
)n. k" 

Next, multiplying (25) and (26) and taking the statistical ave

rage, we arrive at the correlation functions. Our results, when 

tabulated, assume the general form: 

}4. 

~ 

~ 
I 

(&~8nv (cSnr~.Z> (6'n"~ T;) f. I 11(3 I II B 1 L~u""tt- t'k" -ctno.,, -T.i:!k'· _ 

(lf~t on~(Vk·l(:)(Vr&T;) =ID!Jii~)t[ ~C(4~f3r·i:·-rx{,r~.;~(3Tl'~"] ., ~~r . 
(o~Snv(o'IC't) (61iST;) · («~~~0l'i:"-rx;,(X;~BT,t~· J 

cl "0. I "n. 1 LO('.lt "u fJk'k" - 0( n °n 1-'-.;ti!" 
r, t II (l I II ] 

L<X:I.l<J;nl-t'i'"- 0.21 O.n{3-r:k'~" 

[ 

I II (l, .I .II (l. J 
O:JJ. cjlWk'k" - O:n 0.2> 1--'T.k''(" 

I II 

[ 
I II B I II fl 1 

()(,;.cxl~ k:-r" - ctn d. n fJTi:·iZ•j 

[ 
I II (.3 I II(\ l 

d. a 0.!2 k'~'" - a., an I -'T IZ('J 

[ 

I II 11 I II 11 ] 
0..12 cxli. !Jk'~"- Ol.n cx~'l IJT.k'k'j 

(27) 

The terms a~j , ~Cj are functions of the transport coeffi-

cients and their derivatives. On restricting ourselves to terms 

quadratic in q we get the respective functions in the form 

shown in Appendix A. 

'J'h~ f). (), a ... a "'..,..._._,..,,... • .; .... _ .P~.- ... ~~--- -SJO ,._, __ 

. !-';i'JZ" • t'"""'r,k''l(:''l -- ................. --....... ..., ........ ......,.,..., .,.,....,..,.a v• ., • .a.g 

stochastic terms of the equations which describe, respeetively, 

the fluctuation in velocity ~r and in temperature oT~ : 

B. <
-+, ::::: ~ 

r·r· = k . ~k~. lei 

<
~-+ 

BT.~'kll == lc • Sr;Jt• 

k"· ~· k") 
-... _, > 
5r.it"' k" ' 

(28) 

(29) 

Let us assume that there are no correlations between the fluc

tuations of the stress tensor and thermal energy density flux 

vector. Thus, the cross correlation functions vanish. The corre-
24) lation functions {3~.. , ~ ~ _, , determined in Ref. , 

k'k." f--T,t.'k.N 

similarly to the el,ements o<'· , 0!, 1~ - are func-
"J "") 
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tiona of the transport coefficients and their derivatives, de

pendent on q and the temperature. In 24 ), the wave vectors 

iZ', C" are shown to take the values 

~ 4,1 4 _, 

k', k."'bnq. n = { 0, 1.~ 
0, 1,1J:3 

for 

f'or 

B~~ ... , 
it"" ' 

fl. ""'11 _,,1 , 
'-'T:k. II. 

Thus, the above correlation functions can now be written as 

tl.~ -ttl ~- ,.., -t "-> 6 I 
iJk.'k = t--'1<.+'11.~, k. ·n.~ = 'll,t. 

} 

II I 
for l=n-n 

K ~ -> (3 -< '_, ,_, II-> {3 I 
f-'TI.:.'k" = TJ ... n.~ .lrnq = 'r.nL 

With accuracy to terms quadratic in q we obtain 24 ) 

f3no = 2k() 'T\11no n~ (k +nq )~6(w'-w) + ke,oT"m no{~ )(k+n1q)~S(w'-w), 

B k 
::¥. r alinrt } ~ 1.12.[... _ 2, 

.,'+A=+ ,.6T )'Yl (1+ /)•~"" (k"~"nQ. k+(n±1/q.] + 
- · v"'"· • .. • 

+ (1- b )(1+ t7~;:l~))(k+n~)2 [k+(n~ 1J~]!lb(w'-w) 

B f6'tJ" [ (ol(_)[(k'"" ~~)"(_, '· ->·JZ -n:tz = 2 ke 2 aT +-n~ k+ln=Z)q) + 

(a!s-h')r-' ..... )s(i:' I " ... 7.Jct I ) +aT k +nq, H-+(n:tL.)ql o w-w , 

Q 2 :l -"> I""> 2, . I .~ :Z,( 'dim.)(. )(4 '~)~ I 

fJT,-n'O= k
11
Tx (k +n~)6(w-w)+k"'x6T 1+2 Q(Jn'T' k+n~ o(w-wJ, 

B . =[+~k5TxST\Z+~xT)(k+n~)[k+(n±1>6J+ T.n.±1 uu•t r 

' . 3 (&T)(aJn)()"" ,_, [... t ..,) ] I 

+L ::tke,><. T aLnT (k.+nq,) k+(n::1)q,J 6(w-w) ~ 

Br.n±Z =- ikBx(6T)
4

(1+Z ~~~)(k+nlq)[k+(n::2.)~]6(w
1

-W). 
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(J2) 

rn order to write 1 Q ( k, c:n r 2 in the generally accepted 

form we have to solve the frequency dispersion equation 

Q(k'.~.s)=O, (33) 

0 ( 
... _, 

where k.q.~) is the value of the determinant of the Fourier 
~ 

transform of the matrix I~ of eq.(20). 

The solutions of (3J) take one form or another for different 

values of k • This is so because, according to the order of 

accuracy assumed, certain terms do or do not occur in the solu

tion depending on the value of k • The strict solution of this 

equation for the case under consideration is to be found in 

Ref. 24 ). For iZ in the optical range, i.e., for k~105 cm-1 , 

and for an accuracy restricted to the first terms in q2, we ob

tain (see Appendix B): 

.... -<> -2. _,) -2. [ (Prk2
)

2 
( W ) 

jD(k,qJI =IQ(k. I 1-Z[w2+(0_IJl)2 G1-QTk~Gz+ 

21,7. ,,, 1.2}2 
+ Wcdt- + CsK. + K- (G -tG) + 

(w + Cs k )Z + ( r k'l. f ~ 5 

[wc,k.- c~ IZ"- ( rk1
)
2
] (Gs- G.,)+wrll(G-t.:;G~+Gs) + 

(w-Csk.)z.+ (rk.zp 

w rkz (G _,. G + G )]} . 
+ (w +CskY+ (rk.,)Z 6 

l 
8 

(34) 

The corrections Gi' 1•1,2, ••• 8, as well as the forma of jD(k) j2 

are given in Appendix B (eqs. (B13)- (B20) and (B.J4)). 

The essential. result of ~ur work resides in the relation 

(9), which summarizes the set of all possible cases of the hydrody

namical field correlation functions. 
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A similar calculation procedure has been applied in Refs. 
13-15). However, their authors have not performed systematical 

calculations taking into account the greatest possible number of 

contributions to the hydrodynamical field correlation function, 

restricting themselves to a discussion of the influence of the 

temperature gradient on the velocity of sound, the coefficients 

of viscosity, and the heat conductivity coefficient, and neg

lecting the fluctuations of these quantities. Also, they do not 

go beyond solving the dispersion equation with accuracy to the 

second order of perturbation calculus. Applying the isothermal 

approximation, they omit the changes in entropy; this leads to 

a set of initial equations containing no equation of motion for 

the fluctuations in temperature. Also, the correlation functions 

of the stochastic terms of the hydrodynamical equations used 

there are given a presentation more intuitive than resulting 

from thorough calculations. All this leads to 'the circumvention 

of certain conditions which amount to specific selection rules 

on the values of n' and n'' and eliminate arbitrariness in 

the construction of the final expressions strict premia. 

4. Conclusion 

We have been considering a system in a state of non-equilib

rium due to the introduction of a temperature gradient. We have 

assumed as satisfied all the conditions for this state to be 

stationary. A system like this can be realized with a high deg

ree of accuracy by surrounding the medium on either side with 

reservoirs as two different temperatures giving a slight gra

dient, decaying slowly compared with the lifetimes of the pro

cesses taking place in the system. 

18 

We make use of hydrodynam_ical equations of the most gene

ral form: 

(i) taking into account the influence of the temperature gra-

dient on the viscosity coefficients 3 ~d~ , the heat 
counductivity coefficient )( , and the sound velocity c5 

(ii) including the fluctuations in sound velocity and heat con-
t 

ductivity coefficient expressed via fluctuations of the fun

damental hydrodynamical fields --- those of temperature and 

number density, and 

(iii)not restricting ourselves to the isothermal approximation, 

and taking into consideration all three hydrodynamical 

fields, and 

(iv) performing our calculations to terms in q2• 

We have transformed the set of five equations to variables 

k, w and have solved it analytically. We have expressed the 

hydrodynamical field fluctuations by way of stochastic functions 

with various wave vectors, resulting from our calculations. The 

functional coefficients that occur are dependent on the parameters 

characterizing the medium and on their derivatives with respect 

to temperature, density and pressure. The determination of the 

correlation function consisted primarily in solving the frequ

ency dispersion equation and calculating the correlation function 

for the stochastic terms of the initial equations. It is neces

sary to stress, as highly important in all cases, the dependence 

on the concrete value of the wave vectors, of the general form 

k = k + ,.:~~ (fo:r the conjugate part, f" = r + nq ). It is 

essential that the values taken by n• and n'' are a consequence 

19 



of form derived by us for the initial equations and are by no means 
-> 

but an attempt at generalizing the expressions indexated by the k • 

Similarly, the set of n' and n'' values occurring as indices at 

the correlation functions of the stochastic terms of the initial 

equations is the result of strict, mathematical operations and 

thus derives from a mathematical and physical necessity rather 

than from a bare possibility. 

We have introduced distinctions between terms related with 

contributions of different kinds: 

1. contributions from fluctuations in number density, momentum 

and energy, 

2. contributions appearing due to our having taken into account 

fluctuations in sound velocity and heat conductivity coeffi-

cient, and 

). ones related with the presence of the temper~ture gradient. 

,...__ • ., __ ---·--~~ ••• .: --- -~ ... 1.-. .... .......... ... 
VI.J..I.J """""" w• ...._..,.... ................. ...,.,. v••- •J r-

~"'a,._..;.p;,. +n on-u;lih,...;nm f'lnf'>-' --r--~--- -- - "1-----

tuations, are found to occur independently. Thus cross terms, being 

products of contributions of the types 1,) and 2,), appear as well. 

In part II, now in preparation, we shall discuss the influ

ence of the above derived contributions on the spectrum of scat-

tered light. 
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Appendix B 

~he frequency dispersion equation has the form23) 

Oik.~.s)= s\ +- (D.JZ· 4- 5DTit + ~(Cl:;-al)" a~; .. a.8 ]s~ 

( 
l l 2 l l 2 0 tl 

+ l)lrk + D.lt6l rk+D)ia., +5 TILQ(j+ a.ba.,+a.~o.,-

'(· . [Jl. l ] 
- t. Q1,. ( r-1) a 2 - 6 rk 01.,;-D).:uJ- o.5a

6
+ atial. s + 

ll l. l .. 2 2_ 
-t-D.n,crlio., + Crk ~Drk -Crka3 -a,a,+ctnoU

1
Q

1
+ 

I 212 2 11 0 2 • )- Q (B.1) 
t-l !rATI;;C. 1 ~<.Q\ -CTttU.f -6 rk:Q1 -U~Cla-O'n0Q2Q.i4- l 

with 

,.., 1 < :r f I i1c ~ If\ I ac ~If 11 r; 
""-1-"'''' l ~--; ri.JI.Il 1-jJ-

- .9T_- "L ~PL_ k~ 
lJ:!o <:: J 

a .. =HT (1 ~ 1)(a(;l[) it~ 
1 ·- = 3T k1 

(B.J) 

a =26r( :,{o,IZ)f t;;- !. (1)2. J 
~ an - kl ') It ' 

(B.4) 

Q -= (6:Tf { o1
sDT1l) ( 1..)"' 

" 6 _ a_T an It 
(B.5) 

Q .=loT ( :JD,k
1

) k'·q _ r/f( ao:k,.} k·-1"' _ 6:r ( as'k
1 )(iJ2 

" aT k• aT k2 2 <n k 1 (B.6) 
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a_=toTI
1

{· '0
1
5' lf)(.S:.)" 

b ~ aT 1 1c 
(B.7) 

a,= 1ST ( t ,. 1 }(aof0. "-
1

) k·q 
-- = aT kl. , (B.8) 

a. _loTl1
( a

1
6 DT if) (.i)2 

• 
g- 1~ _g'T2 __ k. (B.9) 

In Rer. 23>, eq. (B.1) is solved by well-known methods of pertur

bation calculus. On restricting ourselves to an accuracy determined 

by the order of the first terms quadratic in q we get, for 

k~1o5 cm-1 

l [ . s, = -DTk: 1 + G1 +- L G2. ] ' 

S.=(~c,k.+r~)(1+ · k1 r~t'l.(iG8+G~t"G 5 +.i.G6 +i G-1)1 .. tc, + 

53=(-~c5 k + r k) [ 1- . 1 r.,t ( i. G5 - G~t + Gs+ ~G6 -tGt) 
-t.c;k.., ' 

where 

G, = l ~- 1) 0
: ~ ( DT k

1
- Dv It) 

cdi ·- _,._, 
G = ~ ( 1_ .!.) ST [(ac~k.)- o('Tl{ac~k)] k·i 

2 g- csk. _a.!_ \a1t_ kl 
--'> _., 

G1=2GT.!.(1 -~-(~-1)J[tac)k) +OlYtoecsk.lJ h, 
If -- =-=-=-= \ o'l' ~~ kl 

Glt = c;k2.[b1 (DT[}~ +b,_ (DTk'')tD,J" + b~DTk1 (D.k2Y+ (D.k1)3] \ 
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(B.10) 

(B.11) 

(B.12) 

(B.13) 

(B.14) 

(B.15) 

(B.16) 



_,. ..... 

G .. = & T [ 1 + ( 1 t- :1) 1- [l'ot~k) + otTic. ('OCs lt)1 k·~ 
' -- - - ~ - \ aT ~ -Q.n_ - k2 

(B.17) 

G - 1 [·b (·n '-"')~-- (D k:z.)\D z {D ,_ !1.)2 t.-c~k1 4 IJriL b; r .-k +b6 r~Dvli - (B. 18) 

-b11\k1 l1J.,kL)~-- ('"D.k2f) 
~ 

~,~ 

Gf = ~l (( b6Drk~- b
9
D, l1

){ f.l~~k.) - ( b))riZ' t- b)).,k2.)~n~~)l \t<B.19) 

G
6

= C;l [b,2 lDrk.1)~ tb~ 3DrD,k"-~-ilD.k2/'J, (B. 20) 

The coefficients b. , i=1,2, ••• 11, occurring in (B.13)-(B.20) are 

functions of the Poisson coefficient t and have the form 

b 4 \ ' .= \£.(~6 -19t"*"19H"~~) 

b:~.=i(~6 01 -E 6 t1s) 
I 

b3 = 8 ( 12 ~ - 19) ; 

b'i: 6~(-lf~-13~861-235062 -1156;3 't27S) I 

bs=
3
i (1C06~,-'11'1262 -r3'1S00 -518), 

b =.i.(Z126..-2 +td'12•- ~115) 
6 ~ o a_ 1 

bl=~ (503t- 33f) , 

bg =- [ 3t- (J_- }_- 1) - y (_1_- j) i] 
b=3[1 +(1- 1 )] 9 _( -- _6_ ) 
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(B.21) 

(B.22) 

(B.23) 

(ll.24) 

(B.25) 

(B.26) 

(B.27) 

(B.28) 

(B.29) 

( 
1 . 

b10=4 1- j) 1 (B.30) 

3 
b11= O . (B.31) 

The underlinings are in accordance with the convention intro

duced by us in Section 2. 
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XMen&oacKH B., KHacT K., Kenmc CT. E17-88-488 
CI>JIYK'fYauHH rH.D.po.D.HHaMH'lecKOro DOJIR B HepaBHOBecHOM 
KB83HCTaUHOHapHOM COCTORHHH C rpa)J.HeHTOM TeMnepaTypbi 
1. 06maR TeopHR 

PaccMaTpHBaeTCR CHCTeMa B HepaBHOBecHOM COCTOJIHHH C rpa
)J.HeHTOM TeMnepaTyphi. Uen&IO Hccne.D.OBaHHH RBnReTcR nonyqeHHe 
B o6meM BH)J.e KOppeJIRUHOHHbiX !flyHKQHH !flnyKTyaQHH )J.JIR rH.D.po
)J.HHaMH'leC~HX noneii. Bae.D.eHhi o6o3Ha'leHHR, no3BOJI.RIOIUHe p83-
nH'laT& BKJia)J.bl OT !flnyKTYaQHH DJIOTHOCTH 'IHcna qacTHQ H 3HeprHH, 
BKJia)J.bl OT !flnyKTyaQHH CKOpOCTH 3ByKa H K03!fl!flHQHeHTa TeDJIO
npOBO)J.HOCTH, a TaK:IKe BKJia)J.bi, CBR3aHHbie C rpa)J.HeHTOM TeMnepa
'fYpbl. 

Pa6oTa BhmonHeHa a Jia6opaTopHH TeopeTH'lecKoH !flH3HKH 
011JIH. 

Coo61.1leHHe 061oeAHHeHHoro HHCTHTYT& QepHWx HccneAOButHil. ,lly6aa 1988 

Chmielowski W., Knast K., Kielich S. 
Hydrodynamical Field Fluctuations in Non-Equilibrium 
Quasi-Stationary State Due to Temperature Gradient 
1. General Theory 

E17-88-488 

We consider a system in a nonequilibrium state due to the intro
duction of a temperature gradient. The essential problem of this paper 
is to determine, in their most general form, the fluctuation correlation 
functions for hydrodynamical fields. We use notation which enables 
us to distinguish the contributions from the individual mechanisms: 
contributions from fluctuations in number -density, momentum and 
energy; contributions appearing due to our having taken into account 
fluctuations in sound velocity and heat conductivity coefficient; and 
ones related with the presence of the temperature gradient. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theo
retical Physics, JINR. 
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